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For students seeking to transfer to a campus where their program IS offered:

To be eligible:
1. The student has been enrolled in at least 1 semester and have recorded grades.
2. The student cannot be on academic probation.
3. The target campus must have adequate classes for the student to successfully complete their degree. The courses must be offered in an appropriate instructional modality for the student.

For students seeking transferring to a campus where their program IS NOT offered:

To be eligible:
1. The student must transfer to their target campus for their final semester; students with more than 1 semester remaining are not eligible.
2. The student can transfer for the fall or spring semesters; summer semester is not an option.
3. The student cannot be on academic probation.
4. The student must identify (with the help of the academic advisor) 3 classes on the target campus if they have one class to fulfill to graduate or 4 classes if they have two classes to fulfill. The courses must be offered in an appropriate instructional modality for the student.

In all cases, transfers must also be approved by the program director.